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Part 1: Main arguments

Main arguments for 8105, against CAT 908M
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Part 1: Main arguments for the Kramer 8105
Excellent performance values 

With compact dimensions and low dead weight
Comfortable cab and intuitive operation

With entry on both sides as well as extensive glazing for best 360°

all-around visibility and fatigue-free work

Core arguments 

• Highstability

• Constant payload 

• Unrivalled manoeuvrability 

Powerful engine

With current exhaust emission stage V, high power delivery 

and reduced noise emissions 

Flexible in use 
With a 3rd control circuit. A 4th control circuit, the powerflow

high-performance hydraulics are optionally available

Infinitely variable drive 

– optionally up to 40 km/h – for smooth work and high 

pushing power 

Unique steering system with three steering modes 

All-wheel, crab and front-wheel steering

Efficient work 

Thanks to hydraulic quickhitch system, load stabiliser and 

parallel guided loader unit with P-kinematics in wheel loaders

More efficiency 

Due to the hydraulic quickhitch system

Optimised cooling 

and fresh air supply

Height-adjustable trailer coupling 

For many different applications

Wide range of tyre options

For a wide range of applications

Excellent traction 

Thanks to 100% connectable differential lock
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Excellent 360° all-round visibility through fully glazed cabin, 

panoramic window 

+ Ergonomic, flat-shaped instrument panel for unrestricted view forward

+ High-quality interior trim and comfortable environment

+ Wide access

+ Steering wheel with tilt and height adjustment

+ Suspended pedals

+ Instrument panel pulled down low for optimum visibility

+ Sliding window to the left (but can only be opened about 15 cm)

- Restricted visibility of operating elements due to unfavourable switch 

arrangement (rocker switch under steering wheel). 

- Bonded front window joints clearly visible

- Restricted window wiper field

- No openly designed glass roof 

- Restricted view of the display in the instrument panel 

- Steering wheel only with tilt adjustment

1. New innovative cabin design
 ergonomics, driving comfort and functionality
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Swivelling joystick console

+ Extended armrest

+ Easy exit on the right

+ Wide footholds for easy access and exit

+ Entry designed as stairs

+ Easy and safe exit in streets with heavy traffic and in danger areas, on the 

side facing away from traffic

+ Easy unlocking of doors

+ Flexible working

- No entry and exit on the right side possible since console, joystick and 

steering wheel are in the way

- Only usable as emergency exit

- Increased danger when accessing and leaving the machine on road 

construction sites

- No exit possible on the right outside danger areas

- Doors difficult to unlock from inside (when door is open)

- Joystick console not adjustable

- Only 2 steps on the right side

1. New innovative cabin design
 ergonomics, driving comfort and functionality
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Cabin height 1.10 m

- Access directly with the shoulder towards the A pillar

- Narrow steps with insufficient step depth

- Steps are offset to the left, not centrally arranged

- Very narrow access to the vehicle due to articulated steering

- The vehicle automatically steers back slightly when exiting the vehicle

- 2 fixed entry steps and a flexible step 38/ 62/ 90 cm

- Steep step arrangement  unsafe, rear exit

- 3 handholds, these are far away from the entry line

1. New innovative cabin design
 ergonomics, driving comfort and functionality

0.90 m

0.62 m

0.38 m

1.10 m

1.10 m

0.90 m

0.70 m

0.50 m

+ Good entry with maximum steered wheels

+ Access directly to the operator seat, central entry

+ No restriction due to undivided frame

+ Wide steps with full step depth

+ Safe and comfortable entry 

+ 4 handholds for safe entry and exit

+ 3 entry steps, height 50 /70 /90 cm

+ Cabin height 1.10 m 

+ Access designed as stairs
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Panoramic window curving into the roof ensures optimal visibility of all 

attachments at full lift height

+ FOPS screen protection

+ Optimal visibility at full lift height

+ Relaxed working

+ Small cross strut on the loader unit for optimum visibility

+ Optimum visibility of the pallet fork

+ Large window wiper field

+ Excellent visibility of the stripping edge

- Limited horizontal field of vision

- Pallet forks/bucket/attachment are not visible in topmost position

- Safety aspect

- Strenuous loading jobs

- Poor visibility of quick coupler

- Headlight in the field of vision

- Poor visibility due to very large cross strut on the loader unit

- Very small window wiper field, only till the front window is bonded

- Loader unit and wheel cover prevent visibility to the stripping edge

1. New innovative cabin design
 ergonomics, driving comfort and functionality
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

1. New innovative cabin design
 ergonomics, driving comfort and functionality

Measurements were taken at a distance of 2 m from the vehicle

+ Two split mirrors with wide angle function to optimise visibility next to the 

vehicles

 Good visibility to the rear 

 Hazardous situations are quickly identified

 Reduced risk of accidents 

- Smaller mirror

 Visibility up to wheels not possible

- Wiper in field of vision

- Long silencer pipe upwards impairs rear visibility

 Persons behind the machine can be easily overlooked

 Increased risk of accidents



2. Convenient and intuitive operation
 Colour-coded switches
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

- No colour coding of the operating elements and switches

- No quick overview for untrained operators

 Possible risk of incorrect operation

- Joystick and operating elements are arranged very low 

- Simple, less ergonomic joystick design

- Joystick console not swivelling

- Joystick console can be adjusted only slightly to the operator 

- Possible risk of incorrect operation

+ Colour-coded operating elements switches grouped into functional groups

Risk of incorrect operation is greatly reduced

+ All important switches are colour-coded and ergonomically arranged 

according to functional group 
 Blue (travel functions & steering)

 Grey (electrical system)

 Red (safety function)

 Green (hydraulic functions)



3. High level of stability, constant payload & unrivalled manoeuvrability
 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Three steering modes:

+ Switching over the steering mode is possible at any time while driving

+ Easy to operate rocker switch

+ Automatic synchronisation of the axles when exceeding the axle centre 

position

+ 40 km/h only possible in front-wheel steering  Safe handling at high speed

+ Unrivalled manoeuvrability - Turning radius over tyres 2,950 mm 

- Synchronisation of the axles during every restart of the machine

- Only one steering mode possible due to the system - articulated steering 

system

- Sensitive and unsafe steering behaviour at high speeds on public roads 

- Approx. 1 m larger turning radius – Turning radius over tyres 4,065 mm 

- The machine has a large turning radius, and time is unnecessarily lost 

manoeuvring on confined construction sites 

4 wheel steering

Front-wheel steering

Crab steering



3. High level of stability, constant payload & unrivalled manoeuvrability
 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

- Steering the machine shifts the centre of gravity toward the front wheel on 

the inside of the curve

- The major part of the bucket and the counterweight protrudes beyond the 

lateral tipping line

- This results in less stability in off-road applications in tilted condition

+ The centre of gravity is not shifted by steering the machine

+ Thanks to the undivided chassis, neither the bucket nor the counterweight 

protrudes beyond the lateral tipping line

+ Wheel loaders with an undivided frame have much more stability

+ Consistent vehicle length at full steering angle = constant payload 



3. High level of stability, constant payload & unrivalled manoeuvrability
 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 

Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ 2 x 40° steering angle 

through 4 wheel steering 

+ With a turning radius of 

2,950 mm, it can be turned 

on a 6,000 mm wide road 

in one move

 2 x 20° steering angle 

through articulated steering 

 With a turning radius of 

4,065 mm, it cannot be 

turned on a 6,000 mm wide 

road in one move (8,130 

mm)
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What this means in practice:

 Manoeuvres in three 

moves require 3 vehicle 

widths (1,990 x 3 = 5,970 

mm)

What this means in practice:

 Manoeuvres in one move 

within just over 3 vehicle 

widths possible (vehicle 

width 1,920 mm x 3 = 5,760 

mm)
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Manoeuvrability - Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 809M

3. High level of stability, constant payload & unrivalled manoeuvrability
 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 
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Manoeuvrability - Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 809M
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 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 
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Manoeuvrability - Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 809M
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Manoeuvrability - Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 809M
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 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 
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Manoeuvrability - Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 809M
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Manoeuvrability - Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 809M

3. High level of stability, constant payload & unrivalled manoeuvrability
 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 
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Manoeuvrability - Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 809M

3. High level of stability, constant payload & unrivalled manoeuvrability
 Undivided frame and 4 wheel steering 
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8105 frame CAT 908M articulated steering

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options

+ One-piece chassis

+ 4 wheel steering

High stability

Constant payload

Enormous manoeuvrability

+ Safe handling

- Oscillating articulation – less stability

- Critical driving situations are implemented later, since the operator sits on the 

decoupled rear vehicle

- More load points, i.e. all forces acting on the frame must also be directed 

through this confined space

- Handling unsafe
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8105 Standard loader unit (P kinematics) CAT 908M (Z kinematics)

+ Z kinematics:

+ High breakout force in excavated material

+ Faster emptying of shovel

- Low restoring forces in the end position (kinematics is very flat and 

therefore little force is generated)

- Reduced visibility due to large dimensioned rocker arm

- No visual position indicator for bucket and fork

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options

+ P kinematics:

+ Restoring forces in the end position thanks to diversion 

+ Ensures an exemplary view of the bucket, pallets and attachments

+ Thereby guarantees a high breakout torque and an exact parallel 

guidance across the entire lifting range

+ No cylinders above the loader unit

+ Precise and safe working possible 

+ Bucket level indicator (red), pallet fork indicator (yellow), can be used 

for individual attachments
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8105 Standard loader unit (P kinematics) CAT 908M (Z kinematics)

Technical Data

Shovel capacity [m³] 1,05

Turning radius around tyres [mm] 2.950

Stack tipping load [kg] 3.200

Payload on pallet fork (S = 1.25) [kg] 2.500

Tipping load standard bucket [kg] 4.100

Payload standard bucket [kg] 2.050

Stacking height [mm] 3.080

Scraping depth [mm] 130

Reach at ground level [mm] 900

Reach, horizontal mast [mm] 1250

Reach at max. height [mm] 380

Pin height [mm] 3.330

Technical Data

Bucket capacity (m³) 1,1

Turning radius around tyres [mm] 4.065

Stack tipping load [kg] 3.151

Payload on pallet fork (S=1.25) [kg] 

DLC 600
2.523

Tipping load standard bucket [kg] 3.319

Payload standard bucket [kg] 1.803

Stacking height [mm] 3.324

Scraping depth [mm] 101

Reach at ground level [mm] 770

Reach, horizontal mast [mm] 1.309

Reach at max. height [mm] 460

Pin height [mm] 3.410

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options
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8105 CAT 908M (Z kinematics)

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Payload to dead weight ratio 

 5,600 kg dead weight 

 2,500 kg payload on pallet fork (S = 1.25)  

 What this means in practice: 

KRAMER can lift 45% of its dead weight (payload on 

pallet fork; S = 1.25)

Better dead weight-engine output ratio 

Reduced energy and fuel consumption = efficient 

material handling  

 6,365 kg dead weight 

 2,523 kg payload on pallet fork (S = 1.25)  

 What this means in practice: 

CAT can lift only 39% of its dead weight (payload on 

pallet fork; S = 1.25)

Poor dead weight-engine output ratio 

Higher fuel consumption during material handling
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Kramer 8105 Standard loader unit (P kinematics) CAT 908M (Z kinematics)

+ Loading of a truck in 2nd row possible without problems

+ Filling containers possible without damage to the loader unit

+ There is sufficient spacing between the loader unit and container; first 

contact in the uppermost position is at the tyres

4. Built for the toughest applications 
 Loader unit

+ However, loading of a truck in 2nd row possible with minimum spacing

+ Filling containers possible without damage to the loader unit

+ There is sufficient spacing between the loader unit and container; first 

contact in the uppermost position is at the tyres

 When the bucket is tipped out, the transverse spar blocks the visibility of the 

cutting edge
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8105 Quickhitch CAT 908M Quickhitch ISO with horizontal pins

+ Neat routing of hydraulic components in protected position

+ Easy and comfortable access to hydraulic connections of 3rd control circuit, 

these remain on the vehicle

+ Reduced risk of damage to hydraulic components (repair costs)

+ Fast and convenient handling 

+ High quickhitch

+ Low susceptibility to contaminants 

+ Hydraulic Quickhitch

+ Neat routing of hydraulic components in protected position

+ Easy and comfortable access to hydraulic connections of 3rd control circuit

+ Reduced risk of damage to hydraulic components (if applicable, repair costs)

+ Hydraulic hoses have QR codes by means of which the replacement period 

can be looked up.

 Low quick coupler, lock pins are the same as bearing pins

 Susceptibility to contaminants, no jacket protection on hydraulic hoses

 Hydraulic connections are located deep in the dirty area

 No visibility of lock pins due to attachment point

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options
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8105 Bucket CAT 908M bucket

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options

+ Constant large dump-in angle over the entire lift range

+ Loose material is stored centrally in the bucket, less loss and safe handling

+ Larger handling volume

+ High bucket apron with long bucket base 

+ Bucket position visible through position indicator on tilt rod and horizontal 

overflow protection plate

+ All hydraulic components are protected during loading jobs

+ Load hook on the tilt rod

 Smaller dump-in angle and significant differences in bucket shape

 Material at front of bucket, significantly less contents

 Greater material loss, more loading cycles necessary

 Shorter bucket base, this makes it much more difficult to move the load with 

a 45° tilt-in angle 

 No overflow protection plate 

 Material flies onto the quickhitch when slipping off

50°

45°

1.05 m³ 1.3 m³

USP
Kramer CAT
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8105 Bucket CAT 908M bucket

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options

 Filling the bucket considerably more difficult

 Tilt cylinder is not protected against damage

 Tilt rod is exposed, if the rod is dirty, the material is pushed into the cylinder

 Hydraulic hoses must be left on the attachment  Risk of tearing when 

uncoupling

 Use of side tilt bucket only possible  Conditionally since rocker arm 

protrudes beyond the bucket 

+ Dump-in angle 50° paired with optimum bucket shape (conical shape)

+ No protruding parts of the loader unit (P kinematics)

+ Easy, fast and safe external loading

Brings along further advantages in confined construction sites

+ Hydraulic hoses remain on the quickhitch, not on the attachment

+ Optimum use of a side tilt bucket possible 
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8105 Bucket CAT 908M bucket

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options

 The bucket cannot be placed completely on the ground

 No option for short-term securing of e.g. rammers 

 Lock pins = pin height

 High wear of lock pins e.g. when removing

 30 mm diameter at guide and lock pins, in case of Kramer it is 40 mm

 Lock pins are always in the excavated material during loading jobs 

 Possibly higher repair costs

 Possibly higher downtimes

+ The bucket can be placed completely on the ground

+ No risk of dirt accumulation on locking mechanism

+ No wear of loader unit

+ All hydraulic components protected during loading jobs

+ 40 mm diameter at guide and lock pins

+ Lasting durability
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Service brake: 

Foot-operated hydraulic disc brake

+ Mechanical parking brake:

Dry disc brake 

+ Service brake: 

internal multi-disc brake in oil bath 

+ Mechanical parking brake:

Dry disc brake on front axle input shaft

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options



Excursion: braking system
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Disc brakes

Benefit:

 High thermal resistance thanks to good cooling

 Uniform response of the braking process

 Uniform wear of the brake pads

 Cost-effective

 Low sensitivity

 Automatic readjustment

Disadvantage:

 Comparatively high weight

Multi-disc brakes in oil bath (wet multi-disc brake)

Benefit:

 Minimum wear

 Almost maintenance-free

 Long-lasting reliability

 Compact, good dosability

 No noise and brake dust development

Disadvantage:

 Efficiency becomes less at higher speed

 Production and manufacturing expensive and difficult

Kramer 8105 CAT 908M
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Lockable filler cap with integrated lock

+ Storage compartment flap closes without locking

 Unfavourable position of the filler inlet at the access to the cab

Hinders during access

Canister refuelling hardly possible 

 Lockable filler cap, but with extra lock  additional key required

 Risk of loss higher than in case of integrated locks in the filler caps

 Flap of storage compartment opens during travel if not locked

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options



4. Built for the toughest applications
 Tyres
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Valve protection for all 4 tyres

+ Protection against damage

+ Standard tyres Mitas 16/70-20 MPT-04

 No valve protection for tyres

 Valves can be pressed off very quickly on construction sites

 Standard tyres Dunlop 405/70 SPT9
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Counterweight split in two halves

+ Maintenance accesses on the left and right

+ Increased flexibility during maintenance

+ Less time and costs required

+ Easy to clean radiator

+ All components (except the lighting are mounted on the frame; thus, ballast 

can be easily removed in case of repair

+ Different trailer couplings available ex works

+ Approval as tractor, EC tractor licence 

- Ballast weight in one piece, must therefore always be removed completely 

during repair

- Engine cover does not open that much

- Only a shunting coupling ex works

- No EC tractor licence

- Cleaning of air filter very cumbersome

- Poor access despite foldable radiator 

+ Daily maintenance work on the engine can be carried out very easily

+ Access to electrical system is located on the joystick console on the right 

side and spare fuses are integrated

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options

USP
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Engine compartment very easily accessible + Engine compartment very easily accessible 

 Eng installed   

Motor

Air intake

Variable displacement pump
Hydraulic oil reservoir

Window washer fluid
Oil filter

Hydraulic oil filter

Fuel filter

DOC+DPF

Motor

RadiatorHydraulic oil reservoir

Fuel filter

DOC+DPF

4. Built for the toughest applications
 Flexible application options

Sight glass

Air filter



5. Infinitely variable acceleration & maximum pushing power
 Hydrostatic transmission ecospeed transmission
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

+ Variable hydrostatic transmission with vehicle drive regulation:

+ Rim pull adjustment 

+ 20 km/h standard or 35 km/h version available as an option 

+ Eco mode speed reduction to ~ 1,925 rpm

- 35 km/h version has the following in data confirmation:

- Do not drive beyond 35 km/h at night 

- Do not drive beyond 35 km/h when it is raining

+ Fast machine travel from one site to another

+ Safe machine travel at high speeds due to front-wheel steering

+ Reduced fuel consumption (cost saving)

 “Smart Driving” reduction of speed to up to 2,000 rpm

+ Approval as tractor (EC tractor) offers max. flexibility 

+ Reduced noise emissions by working in the optimum range of the diesel 

engine’s characteristic curve

+ Starts machine travel easily on slopes, even under heavy load

 Max. pushing power at any speed



6. Optimized cooling and fresh air supply
 Straight air flow through the engine compartment
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

- Circulation heat within the engine compartment

- Air flow deviates on its way through the engine compartment

- Sieves at the top are very coarse meshed

+ Clear air guidance concept, no kinking of the air flow; The engine is quickly 

cleared of the engine waste heat

+ Fine pre-filtering of the intake air through fine-mesh sieves (sieves on the 

right are even close-meshed than those on the left)

+ No swirling up or intake of dust and foreign bodies near the ground, as no 

radiator air is discharged downwards or sucked in

+ Easier maintenance access and thus fast daily maintenance save time and 

money 



6. Optimized cooling and fresh air supply
 Straight air flow through the engine compartment
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CAT 908M - Cleaning the radiator

Radiator access is located 

on the right side.

Plastic covering must be 

removed
Open the engine cover.

A lever is located in the rear part of the 

engine compartment. It must be pulled. The radiator can be 

easily folded forward and 

cleaned 

However, cleaning can 

only be carried out from 

top or from the side. In 

order to clean the 

radiator, you have to 

climb on top of the 

vehicle.1

2

3

4



Summary: Main arguments for the Kramer 8105
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Kramer 8105

 Modern innovative cabin design

 Excellent 360° all-round visibility 

 Ergonomics, driving comfort and functionality set standards

 Largest cab in the market

 Full right access

 Comfortable and intuitive operation 

 Ergonomic layout of control elements 

 Colour-coded switch

 Simple switch-over of steering modes during travel using rocker switch

 High level of stability, constant payload & unrivalled manoeuvrability

 No displacements in the centre of gravity = high level of stability

 Consistent vehicle length at full steering angle = constant payload 

 2 x 40° steering angle offers enormous manoeuvrability



Summary: Main arguments for the Kramer 8105
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Kramer 8105

 Built for the toughest applications

 Flexible application possibilities due to different loader units Telescopic boom

 Maintenance-free and protected installed braking system 

 Over 50,000 quickhitch plates from this system in the market 

 ecospeed transmission

 Infinitely variable acceleration up to the final speed 

 “Smart Driving” speed reduction 

 The max. pushing power is always applied thanks to innovative Kramer drives 

 Optimized cooling and fresh air supply

 Straight air flow through the engine compartment

 Easy cleaning



Part 2: Technical data 

Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 908M
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Exterior view - Knock-out
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M



Exterior view - Side view
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Kramer KL60.8 CAT 908MKramer 8105



Exterior view - Side view
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M



Exterior view - Front view
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M



Exterior view - Rear view
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M



2. Technical data 
 Engine
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Kramer 8105 CAT 908M

Deutz Manufacturer CAT engine

TCD 2.9 L4 TCD 3.6 L4 Model C3.3B DIT (Perkins)

4 / 2,9 4 / 3,6 Cylinder / displacement [l] 4 / 3,3

Common rail direct injection Injection Common rail direct injection

Stage V Level IV Exhaust-emission level Stage V 

55,4 (75) 74,4 (101) Rated output kW [HP] 54,6 (73)

DOC + DPF DOC + SCR Exhaust after-treatment DOC + DPF

1.600 / 300 1.600 / 410 Max. torque [rpm / Nm] 1,400 / 260

120 / - 100 / 10 Fuel / DEF [l] 78

64 Hydraulic system [l] 72 (tank 46 l)

The competitive comparison was carried out with the model of the exhaust emission stage V



2. Technical data 
 Power transmission
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Kramer 8105  CAT 908M

Automotive, infinitely variable hydrostatic axial-

piston gearbox
Travelling drive Variable hydrostatic transmission

20 / 30 /40 Speed 20 / 35 

Planetary steering axles:

Front axle = rigid axle

Rear axle = oscillating axle suspension

Axles
Front axle = Rigid axle 

Rear axle = oscillating axle suspension  

± 11 ° Total oscillation angle ± 9 °

100% front axle 

100% rear axle
Differential lock

100% front axle 

100% rear axle

Mitas 16/70-20 MPT-04 Standard tires Dunlop tyres 405/70 SPT9



2. Technical data 
 Dimensions
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Kramer 8105  CAT 908M

5.710 Overall length with standard bucket [mm] 5.630

2.760 Overall height [mm] 2.650

1.920 Overall width [mm] 1.990

2.150 Wheelbase [mm] 2.170

350 Ground clearance [mm] 340

2.950 Turning radius around tyres [mm] 4.065

4.050 Turning radius above bucket [mm] 4.530

5.600 Kerb weight [kg] 6.365



Technical data – dimensions 2 
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Kramer 8105  CAT 908M

3.330 Pin height [mm] 3.410

3.120 Load-over height [mm] 3.215

2.540 Dumping height [mm] 1.810

690 Dumping reach (max. lift height) [mm] 757

45 Dump-out angle [°] 45

50 Tilt-in angle [°] 45

5,2 Raise lifting cylinder [s] 5,5

3,8 Lower lifting cylinder [s] 2,6

2,5 Tilt in tilt cylinder [s] -

2,8 Tilt out tilt cylinder [s] 1,5



2. Technical data 
 Dimensions
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Kramer 8105  CAT 908M

1,05 – 1,6 Standard bucket 1,1-1,3

4.100
Tipping load [kg]

(standard bucket with full steering angle)
3.606

4.100
Tipping load [kg]

(standard bucket without steering angle)
4.427

3.125
Tipping load [kg]

(pallet fork with full steering angle)
3.151

2.500
Payload on pallet fork S=1.25 (80%) DLC 500 

mm
2.523

44,5 Lift capacity [kN] -

40 Tear-out force [kN] 61 



2. Technical data 
 Steering and work hydraulics, noise level
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Kramer 8105  CAT 908M

Hydrostatic 4 wheel steering, front-wheel 

steering, crab steering
Mode of function of steering system

Articulated steering 

(1 double-acting steering cylinder)

Gear pump Work hydraulics Gear pump

82 Standard

120 Optional
Max. flow rate of the pump [l/min]

82 Standard

126 Optional

240 Maximum pump pressure [bar] 235

2 x 40 Steering angle [°] 2 x 18.5 

77 Noise level in the cab [dB] LpA 66

101 Noise level outside the cab [dB] LWA
-



Part 2: Conclusion

Kramer 8105 vs. CAT 908M
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USPs Kamer 8105  

Kramer 8105  

 Certification as an agricultural tractor (EC type class T1)

 ecospeed up to 40 km/h

 High level of stability, constant payload and enormous manoeuvrability 

 Full access and exit on the left and right (exit to the side facing away from traffic possible at any time)

 Automatic load stabilizer 

 Three steering modes: 4 wheel steering, front-wheel steering, crab steering

 Powerflow high-output hydraulics, volumetric flow of up to 120 l/min

 Rear control circuit with tipping-trailer connection

 Comfortable replacement of attachments through pressure relief (optional)

 Dual-circuit compressed-air braking system (optional)

 Infinitely variable adjustment of the engine speed and low-speed control

 Position display for bucket and fork 

 Load hook on the tilt rod

 “Smart Driving”  automatic speed reduction at maximum speed

 Large engine 75 kW (opt.)



Standard equipment

Kramer 8105 - cab CAT 908M - cab

 Sound-insulated, vibration-damped cab with 4 point support, and 

generously sized, deep, tinted, thermally-protected windows

 Tested according to ROPS and FOPS I

 Entry and exit on either side

 Comfort seat with mechanical suspension (MSG85/722), with automatic 

seat belt, weight, backrest and two-fold horizontal adjustment

 3-speed powerful heating and ventilation with defroster vents on front 

window

 Colour-coded rocker switches for hydraulics, electric, driving and safety 

functions

 Steering column adjustable in height and inclination

 Joystick console (foldable)

 Large, foldable outside rear-view mirror, both sides, wide-angle mirror

 Sun visor

 Front and rear wipers, intermittent wipe at front

 Cabin lights

 12 V plug receptacle

 ROPS/FOPS cab with flexible bearing, tinted safety glass all around 

 Cab with two doors, lockable doors

 4-way adjustable operator seat, seat belt 

 Cab heating with air filter and defroster (front/rear), cab ventilation

 Preparation for optional air conditioning system

 Sliding window in the left hand door, door arrester 

 Adjustable steering column only adjustable in inclination

 Outside rear-view mirror (right/left)

 Storage compartment in the cab 

 Sun visor

 Cabin lights

 12 Volt plug receptacle for accessories



Standard equipment 

Kramer 8105 - engine, brake, kinematics  CAT 908M

 Battery master switch

 Headlights

 4 working lights, 2 front and 2 rear

 Hydraulic fan drive

 Position display for bucket and fork

 Combined brake/inching pedal

 100% locking differential, switchable in front and rear axle

 Mechanical parking brake

 Hydraulically pilot-controlled joystick for raising/lowering and tilting the 

loader unit in/out, with switch for travel direction selection, integrated 3rd 

control circuit (proportional controls) and function lights integrated in 

joystick

 Hydraulic quickhitch

 Parallel linkage

 Operator’s Manual; Service booklet, spare parts list on CD

 Data confirmation (Germany only)

 Battery master switch

 Headlight/low beam/asymmetric

 Working lights (2 front/1 rear, right), reversing light

 Filling level indicator for bucket 

 Combined brake/inching pedal

 Hydrostatic drive, 100% connectable differential locks

 Mechanical parking brake

 Multifunctional lever, proportional auxiliary hydraulic circuit

 Hydraulic quickhitch/equipment carrier 

 Z linkage

 Operator’s Manual; Service Booklet



Product Management

Anja Siegel

E-mail: anja.siegel@kramer.de

Thank you for your attention.


